**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX SUCTION PRO**
This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 3.25 inches. It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 10.5 inches. The Mount utilizes one vacuum suction cup with a built-in finger pump that informs you if the mount is losing suction. Give it a couple pumps and it is quickly back to full strength. (NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.)
P/N 13-19518 ............... $139.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT COMPACT SUCTION CUP**
The Sport Mount - Compact Suction Cup is the most versatile mounting solution for pilots that would like to install an device on almost any flat, smooth surface. The high strength suction cup twist and locks to provide a secure hold to the windshield or metal panel. The mount is portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike. (NOTE: You must have a device holder to use this mount.)
P/N 13-19510 ............... $119.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX DOUBLE SUCTION**
This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 3.25 inches. It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 10.5 inches. Portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike. (NOTE: You must have a Sport Case/Clade to use this mount.)
P/N 13-19511 ............... $169.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX GLARE SHIELD FOR BEECH WIDE YOKES**
Attaches to control columns with a diameter between 1 5/8" - 1 3/4". This mount attaches to the thick yoke shaft on Beechcraft aircraft that have two yoke tubes coming out of the panel. NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.
P/N 13-19513 ............... $139.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX PANEL**
The Sport Mount - Flex Panel is the perfect mounting solution for pilots that would like to install a iPad/ Tablet directly into their panel. Same hole pattern as existing instrument gear. This is a perfect mounting solution in cockpits where space is tight. NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.
P/N 13-19515 ............... $139.75

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX YOKE COLLAR**
Attaches to the retaining clamp (Silver Metal Piece) on the center yolk arm. The way it attaches is by removing the screws that hold the retaining clamp on, putting our mount on top of the retaining clamp, and then securing it with the same screws. NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.
P/N 13-19512 ............... $139.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX GPS ADAPTER FOR GARMIN PORTABLES**
Sport - GPS Adapter is the perfect solution for mounting all Garmin Portable Avionics, as well as any other device that uses the AMPS hole pattern. The Sport - AMPS Adapter securely connects to all Garmin portables including the aera® 660, aera® 796, aera® 795, aera® 510 GPSMAP® 696, GPSMAP® 695, and more. Once the GPS Adapter is connected to the GPS you can quickly and securely mount the portable avionics using any MGF Sport Mount (Sold Separately).
P/N 13-19526 ............... $39.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT GPS ADAPTER FOR GARMIN VIRB ADAPTER**
Sport - Puck Adapter securely connects to all Garmin Portable Avionics, including the aera® 660, aera® 796, aera® 795, aera® 510 GPSMAP® 696, GPSMAP® 695, and more. Once the GPS Adapter is connected to the GPS you can quickly and securely mount the portable avionics using any MGF Sport Mount (Sold Separately).
P/N 13-19525 ............... $39.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT CLIP ADHESIVE PETAL BASE**
The Sport™ Mount Flex Clip Adhesive Petal Base - If you want to use a suction cup mount but do not have a smooth surface that the suction cup can adhere to, order this Adhesive Petal Base for the Sport Mount - Flex Clip. This aluminum Base Plate is held down using a “peel and stick” double sided permanent adhesive disk - 3M VHB™ (very high bond) tape. This allows you to mount the iPad or any other device to the window or any other non-porous surface in the cockpit. No need to drill holes or worry about uneven surfaces.
P/N 13-19529 ............... $24.00

**MGF SPORT™ PHONE CRADLE**
Phone Cradle is designed to work with almost any smartphone in virtually any case, or no case at all. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paired with MGF Sport Mounts. Compatible with many smartphones as small as the iPhone 5 and as big as the iPhone 6 Plus. (Minimum width = 2 3/8" | Maximum width = 3 15/16").
P/N 13-19524 ............... $39.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX RAIL**
The iPad Mount - Flex Stud is the perfect mounting solution for pilots that would like to install an iPad directly into their panel, such as in many experimental aircraft. The stud secures the iPad to any hole in the panel for easy mounting. NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.
P/N 13-19516 ............... $121.85

**MGF SPORT™ UNIVERSAL CRADLE XL**
The Sport™ Universal Cradle XL (10”-13” Tablets) is designed to work with almost any tablet in virtually any case, or no case at all. As a mountable, it connects and easily rotates when paired with MGF Sport Mounts. Compatible with many tablets from 10 inches to 13 inches.
P/N 13-19521 ............... $129.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT UNIVERSAL CRADLE XL**
This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 3.25 inches. It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 10.5 inches. Portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike. (NOTE: You must have a device holder to use this mount.)
P/N 13-19509 ............... $129.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT PUCK ADAPTER**
This one mount can operate as a compact suction cup, allowing a close position to the glass of 3.25 inches. It can also operate as a standard suction cup mount extending to 10.5 inches. Portable and can easily fit in your flight bag or can be positioned and left on-board. Perfect for owners and renters alike. (NOTE: You must have a Sport Case/Clade to use this mount.)
P/N 13-19511 ............... $169.00

**MGF SPORT™ MOUNT FLEX STUD**
The iPad Mount - Flex Stud is the perfect mounting solution for pilots that would like to install an iPad directly into their panel, such as in many experimental aircraft. The stud secures the iPad to any hole in the panel for easy mounting. NOTE: You must have a Device Holder to use this mount.
P/N 13-19516 ............... $121.85